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And with those lessons, you, our 
donors, let the spirit of generosity 
guide you toward your commitment 
to building a healthy community. 

Our young people are the  
better for it. Over the last year, our 
strong donor community led with 
incredible gestures of philanthropy 
in the $2.1 million campaign to  
create Foundry Langley. 

With programs run by our  
partner, Encompass Support  
Services Society, Foundry Langley 
now welcomes young people who 
need confidential services in health 
care, mental health and addictions, 
counselling, life skills education  
and peer support. 

The July 19 opening of  
Foundry Langley was a highlight  
of 2022. Thanks to you, our youth 
now have a chance to build the  
confidence and resilience they  
need to lead the next generation. 

Donor giving throughout the 
winter helped patients leaving  

the hospital recover and heal at 
home, or in the community, thanks 
to your support of the Whatever It 
Takes Fund, which enables our social 
worker teams to take special care 
of those vulnerable patients who, 
because of financial insecurity  
or no home support, fail to thrive  
after returning home from hospital. 
Similarly, you’ve helped equip  
our Home Health nurses to treat 
patients’ chronic injuries and health 
conditions in the community or in 
the comfort of their homes. 

Our hospital staff have reflected 
on the impact of donor generosity, 
too. They told us that the equipment 
they’ve used in the spacious,  
busy Skidmore Family Emergency 
Department has transformed the 
way they function, organize their 
workload and treat patients. 

You recognized the work of our 
imaging and respiratory teams, who 
are now better equipped to attend 
to patients, thanks to ventilators,  

an ultrasound, and vital equipment 
that help more people undergo  
MRI scans safely. 

That is what your leadership  
has looked like over the past year. 
You anticipated the needs of our 
health-care and support workers, 
and equipped them to treat their 
patients at a higher standard of  
care than ever before, now and into 
the future. 

Thank you for that foresight. 
Thank you for your incredible  
generosity.

Your giving moved us all 
forward, ensuring that we can  
respond to needs now, and leaves  
a legacy of compassion that will  
define Langley for years to come.

Heather Scott, Executive Director

Langley Memorial Hospital Foundation

When I reflect on the accomplishments of the last year,  
I’m amazed at our community’s capacity to overcome 
and drive forward.

Over two difficult years, we learned to recognize  
urgent needs while we looked outward,  
to build upon our perspective of health  
care as something that begins  
beyond the hospital walls. 

A MESSAGE FROM

Heather Scott
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2021/2022

Board of  
Directors

In 2022 our Board of Directors welcomed 

new director Jamie Ruscheinski and  

member Chris Ruscheinski.
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CHAIR, RBC Phillips Hager
North Investment Counsel

Kelly Keyworth,
TREASURER,  

BDO Canada LLP

Tyler MacLean,
SECRETARY, 

G&F Financial Group

Brought to life in 1985 by Langley community  
members who wanted to support their local hospital,  
the Foundation has stood shoulder-to-shoulder with the 
hospital as it’s grown to meet the population boom and 
evolved its health care model. 

Patients’ health care journeys are not the same as  
they were 35 years ago, or even three years ago.  

It’s been fulfilling to witness how the Foundation has 
adapted and grown to support hospital care alongside 
home support and community-based health services to 
ensure public health care is vibrant, dynamic, and easily 
accessible for all residents of Langley. 

 Just this summer, we saw the opening of Foundry 
Langley,  a stunning new centre where youth can  
find confidential medical care, and the compassionate 
counselling they need, when they need it. 

Then we saw great gains for the Foundation, and an  
investment in its future, with the groundbreaking, and 
swift construction progress of a Murrayville seniors  
housing complex, a market-rental apartment building  
that will help seniors live in comfort, steps away from the  
hospital. With LMHF as its sole beneficiary, Murrayville 
will set up the Foundation – and in turn the hospital and 
community programs they support – on firm financial 
ground. 

We can’t wait to see how Foundry Langley and the 
Murrayville project evolve and fortify the lives of some of 
Langley’s most vulnerable residents.

On behalf of all of us on the Board, thank you for 
showing us the power of foresight. You provided the 
resources and momentum we needed to move ahead, to 
forge the healthy community we all want and deserve. 

 Michael Leggatt, Board Chair

A MESSAGE FROM

The Board
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FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES

Y O U R  G I F T S  AT  W O R K

33.20%
25.20%
14.80%
10.60%
9.70%
2.20%
1.70%
1.10%
1.00%
0.50%

Respiratory Care
Surgical Unit
Medical Units
Seniors Care
Maternity
Mental Health & Substance Use Support
Health Care Staff Support
Critical Care
Emergency Department
Whatever It Takes Fund

PLUS!  
$9,900,000 disbursement from the Emergency Response campaign on project completion in 2021. 

$690,000 put to work to help build Foundry Langley.

Major Gifts & 
Legacy Gifts

26%

Parking &  
Investments

18%

Emergency Response 
Campaign

18%

Annual  
Initiatives

16%

Foundry Langley  
Campaign

12%

Signature
Events

9%

1%
Independent 
Community 
Events
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He says the original ventilators used in the 
care of respiratory patients were less adaptive and 
more awkward for patients than the state-of-the-
art models that donors funded. 

The Servo U’s technological flexibility allows 
upgrades to the unit, with new features added as 
the hospital’s care needs change. 

“[Unlike older machines], the frequent software 
updates we can now perform allow us to keep  
the ventilators in use for a much longer time.”

 

Fundraising galas made a big comeback in 2021 
and 2022, inspiring Langley’s donor communities 
to give generously to help patients who receive 
respiratory and cardiac care, and to raise the 
comfort levels of vulnerable newborns at Langley 
Memorial.

Over the past year, LMH’s health-care workers 
have found that the state-of-the-art equipment 
purchased through these galas has helped them 
work with greater efficiency, and in turn, led to a 
transformed patient experience.

Advances in Technology, Advances in Care
Though the There’s No Place Like Home gala  
took place online, participants proved that donor 
generosity can thrive in the virtual space.

On May 31, 2021, donors raised $311,000  
and allowed the Foundation to fully fund three 
new state-of-the-art ‘Servo U’ ventilators for our 
Respiratory Services department. 

The new ventilators pick up electrical pulses 
sent from the brain to the patient’s diaphragm, 
and they’re essential to the comfort of patients  
in respiratory distress, says Aman Badesha,  
Professional Practice Leader in LMH’s Respiratory 
Services (pictured above, right). 

 On Again 
Off Again: Events Come and Go,  

While Philanthropy in Langley  
is Stronger than Ever
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“We were constantly juggling”
There’s No Place Like Home gala donors also 
helped patients with cardiac irregularities get 
access to quick diagnoses, thanks to funding for 
home heart monitors and essential software. 

For years, Supervisor of Diagnostic Cardiology  
at Langley Memorial Hospital Cheryl Tordiffe  
and the staff who support outpatient cardiac  
care managed a juggling act when they prepared  
patients for home monitoring. 

With only eight working monitors, Tordiffe  
and her cardiac care team had to ration their use 
for patients to wear at home. 

“We were constantly juggling, counting how 
many monitors we had out, and how many  
patients were waiting. We were trying to use what 
we have as efficiently as possible.”

Even still, LMH’s cardiac care team didn’t have 
the software to interpret each patient’s cardiac  
patterns, so data was instead sent to Surrey  
Memorial Hospital to be interpreted and sent back 
to Langley Memorial Hospital, adding even more 
time to the wait for vital information.

More than one year after her team received the 
new monitors and needed software, Tordiffe says 
they’ve fuelled a massive change in efficiency.

The software system in use today allows  
Tordiffe and the staff to read a patient’s heart rate 
data as soon as each patient removes the device, 
and staff now have the capacity to help up to 24 
patients a week.

“We are now scanning with a very short  
turnaround time to see results. Abnormal results 
are being flagged much quicker and this benefits 
patients significantly.”

“It’s fantastic that we can offer  
up-to-date equipment”
After some shuffling of dates and event sites,  
the Giving Hearts Gala staged its live comeback – 
safely – at the Coast Langley City Hotel  
March 5, 2022, celebrating the generosity of 
Langley’s South Asian community.

Together, gala guests raised $215,000 to  
fund a new Giraffe Omnibed Carestation for 
LMH’s maternity department (pictured top right).  
The omnibed, a state-of-the-art incubator  
that supports growth and health of critically ill, 
premature or underweight newborns, also helps 
health-care workers control the temperature  
and light exposure experienced by Langley’s 
tiniest patients.

Inspired by the generosity seen at the gala, 
philanthropist Geven Opal gave a subsequent 
gift, allowing for the purchase of a second, 
much-needed omnibed. 

Thanks to these donors, the addition of new 
incubators to Langley Memorial’s Maternity 
unit has raised the standard of neonatal care, 
according to LMH maternity specialist Denise 
McFarland. 

“It’s fantastic that we can offer up-to-date 
equipment that helps us care for babies. We have 
such gratitude toward Langley donors because 
Langley babies now have the best equipment.”

Left to Right: Avinash Singh , Manjit Gill, Darcy Gill, 
Geven Opal, Avtar Opal
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Since it arrived at Langley Memorial Hospital in 
2020, the Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
machine has answered the demands of a busy 
hospital in a growing community – and managed 
to evolve to adapt to a population that’s  
becoming more diverse every year. 

Langley is enjoying a population boom.  
In 2022, residents in both Langley City and  
Langley Township numbered more than 158,642. 
The population has been growing at a rate of 
nearly four per cent a year, according to Statistics 
Canada.

In the first calendar year of operations the 
technologists scanned more than 8,000 patients.

 An MRI scan is a painless procedure during 
which a magnetic field and computer-generated 
radio waves create detailed images of organs and 
tissue in a patient’s body. 

These procedures are useful for medical staff 
to detect a host of issues, including spinal cord 
disorders, stroke, aneurysms and traumatic brain 
injury, and eye and inner ear disorders.

The arrival of the MRI unit was seen as a  
godsend by all those working in the Medical  
Imaging unit, and likely by patients themselves. 

 Before its arrival, patients arriving at LMH  
who needed an immediate MRI scan were sent  
by ambulance to Surrey or Abbotsford hospitals. 

Over time, patients sent out for MRI scans 
averaged about three a day. The time and cost 
it took to do so, including taking an RN off their 
regular assigned duties, proved to be onerous  
and costly. 

 More than a year later, the MRI machine has 
more than proven its value in time, cost, and 
most recently, by its capacity to adapt to other 
equipment, which helps increase the number of 
patients who remain at LMH for treatment.

 For example, depending on the diagnosis 
needed, patients who lie on an MRI bed may be 
covered by a blanket-like casing with air coils. 
This specialized tool is used to capture images  
of wider sections of the body, and is also suited 
for larger patients. 

 The table itself is built with coils that allow for 
comfortable breast imaging – an option made 
possible thanks to donor dollars. 

 Over the past year, radiologists have also been 
able to conduct cognitive prostate biopsies, a 
service never before offered at LMH. Once the 
patient has a prostate MRI, radiologists can review 
the images and determine the best course of  

 Picture
Perfect: 

More MRI Capacity  
Leads to Better Care 
in Langley
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action; the radiologist may also use MRI images  
to do targeted samples of areas of high suspicion 
for cancer. 

 Finally, critically ill patients who need  
respiratory help during the procedure can now 
 be diagnosed safely, thanks to TB Vets’ donation 
for a MRI-safe ventilator made with non-magnetic 
materials that can withstand the MRI’s magnetic 
force while it aids the patient’s breathing. 

While MRI technology is preferred for some 
types of diagnoses, safety is a key consideration 
as the MRI magnet is always “on.” This means 
there is always a magnetic pull and metal objects 
can become dangerous projectiles if they are 
taken into the scan room. 

 The ventilator is built to be used directly  
next to the MRI machine, where a conventional 
ventilator would have been vulnerable to the  
MRI machine’s magnetic pull. 

“The MRI machine would attract the metal  
[of a conventional ventilator]. But the Hamilton 
MR1 ventilator has no ionizing metal in it,  
so the magnetic force of the MRI doesn’t attract  
it,” says Aman Badesha, Professional Practice  
Leader with Langley Memorial Hospital’s  
Respiratory Therapy department (pictured 
above, right).

The ventilator has proven to be valuable in a 
case where a critically ill patient may not have 
survived without it. 

Tammy Karoway, Site Coordinator of Medical 
Imaging says she’s also been impressed with  
the ways that her team has been able to manage 
the expansion of the MRI’s capability.

 “We are so blessed to have such an amazing 
team of technologists and radiologists who  
continue to expand the services we are able to 
offer at LMH.”
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 Breaking Ground
in Murrayville: 

What makes a good neighbour?
In Langley’s Murrayville area, the answer can 
be found in a set of values and priorities – a  
vow to promote and build a healthy community  
and a better quality of life for everyone in the 
neighbourhood.

In 2020, a Murrayville housing complex began 
to take shape. A market-rental apartment project 
built on land previously owned by the Foundation 
and sold to the Murrayville Rental Housing Limited 
Partnership, the new residence will transform  
the area and fulfill the Foundation’s commitment 
to health and wellness for Langley’s diverse  
population.

By the autumn of 2023, a total of 148 private 
homes at 5068 221a Street in Langley will be 
ready for new tenants, all of whom will be aged 
55 and older, and likely attracted to the proximity 
of Langley Memorial Hospital across the street. 

The housing complex will boast six storeys 
with 44 affordable housing units, alongside  
415 square metres of commercial space on the 
ground floor.

The discussion and ideas around what to  
do with the land – for many years just an 
undeveloped plot next to a parking lot – have 
been taking place for about a decade.

Responding to the Call for  
Stable Housing with a Murrayville 
Seniors’ Housing Complex

These homes would be well-suited 

for downsizers or seniors who  

prefer to sell older, bigger homes and 

live in a more manageable space
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In 2019, the Foundation finalized the sale  
to the Murrayville Rental Housing Limited  
Partnership by way of a trust. As the sole  
beneficiary of the trust, the Foundation gains  
regular revenue and financial stability without 
using donor dollars. 

Murrayville Rental Housing Limited Partnership 
partnered with Ventana Construction, Envision 
Financial, and X Architecture to build the project, 
and kicked off construction on August 24, 2021. 

LMH Foundation board member Ryan O’Shea, 
who also sits on the Limited Partnership board 
of directors, says wider-than-standard elevators, 
mobility rails and other considerations for senior 
residents will be incorporated into the complex’s 
interior design. Though most apartments will  
be offered at market rates, 30 per cent will be 
offered as “affordable units” meaning rent is set at 
or below the applicable Housing Income Limit.

The building adapts neatly to the Township 
of Langley’s own vision for development for the 
Murrayville neighbourhood, which is based on 
diversity in social demographics and access to 
affordable housing for people of all ages, incomes 
and abilities. 

The project also addresses the needs of the 
growing number of seniors in BC. 

Seniors make up about 17.1 per cent of the 
total population in the province. According to a 
report by Seniors First BC (formerly known as  
the BC Centre for Elder Advocacy and Support), 
many seniors accept that changing health and 
mobility needs may lead to a change in housing 
that could involve support or care – though the 
desire for independent living remains a priority  
for quality of life among seniors who are able to 
do so. 

These homes would be well-suited for  
downsizers or seniors who prefer to sell older, 
bigger homes and live in a more manageable 
space, O’Shea adds. 

“They’re very appealing if you want to  
potentially get out of the [real estate] market and 
live in a great area.”
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 From the
Ground Up 

Foundry Langley  
Ready to Transform Lives 
of Local Youth  

From the outside, 20616 Eastleigh Crescent  
looks like an unassuming building on an industrial 
side of the road. 

But when young people open the doors,  
they’ll see a bright foyer with modern decor in 
soothing pastels; a coffee bar stocked with  
snacks and refreshments; and hallways lined 
with small rooms that give youth the privacy for 
medical appointments or confidential talks with 
counsellors and peer support workers. 

On the other side of the centre, laundry  
facilities, a shower and bathrooms, computer 
stations, and lockers offer a welcoming,  
practical space. 

A spacious kitchen with ample seating for 
group activities stands at the far side, ready for 
life skills programs, cultural gatherings and group 
meals. 

Driven by the generosity of donors,  
health-care leaders, builders, youth workers and 
a community of young people who need it most, 
Foundry Langley opened within a year of the 
launch of the $2.1 million fundraising campaign 
that first gave it life. Overseen by the Encompass 
Support Services Society, the centre looks  
to support more than 1,000 young people in 
Langley each year. 

In October 2021, donors first responded to 
the call with the news of a Fraser South survey 
that revealed that 47 per cent of students  
surveyed said they needed mental health services 
but, frustrated by a bureaucratic shuffling from 
one fragmented service to the next, most gave  
up – and continued to suffer. 

Local construction management firm Caliber  
Projects took on the renovation for the 7,600 
square-foot space, donating $175,000 back in 
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support of Foundry, and encouraging their  
sub-trades to follow their lead. 

The Eastleigh Crescent site was originally  
an old structure used by Encompass Support 
Services Society as a family services centre that 
sorely needed updates. From demolition to the 
finishing touches, the project was defined by a 
sense of shared purpose between Caliber, the 
trades, and Encompass Support Services Society. 

It wasn’t easy.
“The last year has been difficult with  

supply chain issues,” says Jerry Pol, Business  
Development Manager at Caliber Projects.  

“Construction has never been simple, and  
certainly wasn’t any easier in the past year.”

A long wait for items like door hardware and 
lighting was overcome by a sense of partnership, 
he says.

 “Our team was committed to leading the 
project with a spirit of ‘building people,’ because 
we’re all in this community together.”

Finally, they saw the fruits of their work:  
on July 19, 2022, Minister of Mental Health and  
Addictions Sheila Malcolmson was on site to  
officially open the doors. 

All the partners in the Foundry Langley  
endeavour found much of their direction – and 
inspiration – in what young people in Langley 
wanted and needed.   

Encompass took great steps to collaborate 
with Langley youth by way of the Foundry Langley 
Youth Advisory Group. Over nearly a year of  
regular meetings they carefully discussed what 
they and their peer group wanted to see in a  
centre dedicated to their needs. 

 Together, they drove many decisions on  
the development of Foundry Langley, including 
paint colours and the natural elements on  
display in the entrance waiting area and on the 
donor wall.

The recommendations of young people were 
critical to creating a fully integrated, safe centre 
where they can be assured they are seen, heard 
and respected, says Adrienne Barnett, Manager 
of Youth Employment and Communications at 
Encompass Support Services Society.

“They want a place where you walk in, where 
you can be yourself in a safe space. They want  
a space where youth can come in and say, 
‘I belong.’”
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 Meeting
the Challenge: 

New Fund Helps 
Foundry Langley  
Respond to Changing  
Youth Needs

If the past two years have taught us anything,  
it’s that mental health affects us all.  

And if we’re not ready to respond in times of 
change and stress, the risk to the overall health 
and well-being of loved ones – particularly in the 
lives of our most vulnerable populations, such as 
young people – is considerable.

That lesson is not lost on Christine McCracken, 
Executive Director of Programs for Encompass 
Support Services Society, which oversees Foundry 
Langley.

The newly-opened centre offers health and 
wellness resources, services and support for 
young people aged 12 to 24 and their families, 
and was made possible in part thanks to $2.1  
million donated by LMH Foundation supporters. 

“What the COVID-19 pandemic has taught  
us is that no one is immune to mental health 
challenges,” McCracken says. 

“I saw donors giving [to Foundry Langley]  
because they see the need for services in our 
community. It makes sense to them to give  
to a place that will have an impact on those  
they care about.”

To keep up with future growth and meet  
evolving youth programming needs, LMH  
Foundation has established a new fund that  

What the COVID-19  
pandemic has taught  
us is that no one  
is immune to mental 
health challenges.
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ensures donors can give annually to continue 
their support of Foundry Langley. 

“We know that things are going to come up  
as the years progress. The commitment to  
ongoing funding really is meant to continue to 
meet those gaps and the needs of our community 
of youth and our caregivers,” she adds.

Depending on needs, which will change 
 year to year, Encompass may allocate funding  
to support anything from bringing part-time peer 
support workers into full-time roles, developing 
new social programs, or adding resources to 
counselling and medical services, she adds.

Foundry Langley will rely on feedback from 
caregivers, youth and other service partners 
who are eyewitnesses to the needs and changes 
among young people. 

Their observations can help Encompass  
pinpoint where the funds can be allocated  
properly, McCracken adds. 

“They know where the gaps are, so we can 
work to ensure that those dollars are going to the 
right place. With the support of Langley Memorial  
Hospital Foundation, we can aim to be much 
more creative and flexible with those dollars. 

“The Foundry Langley fund is the heart of 
Foundry, and it will be donors that help keep it 
beating.”
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Only a lucky few among us can say their sibling  
is their best friend. 

From childhood through to their senior years, 
sisters Donna Cusson and Phyllis Powroznik were 
inseparable. 

“She was my dearest friend,” says Donna  
Cusson, a Langley resident who lost her sister 
Phyllis last year, at the age of 83. 

Donna remembers her older sister as a 
 compassionate, soft-spoken and kind woman. 
 It was this kindness that prompted Phyllis to leave 
a gift in her Will to Langley Memorial Hospital. 

Donna directed the funds to purchase a 
Regency Care Chair, a seat that conforms to a 
patient’s body and eases pain points, to provide 
vulnerable patients with the most comfortable 
rest possible.  

An Indomitable Spirit and a Love for Langley 
Phyllis and Donna grew up with three other  
siblings on a 13-acre sustenance farm in West 
Langley, two blocks from the Golden Ears Bridge.

Donna raised her family in the Okanagan  
while Phyllis and her husband built a successful 
Surrey business. Still, they remained close. 

In their senior years, both re-settled into the 
Fraser Valley. As Phyllis lost mobility and suffered 
from kidney disease and diabetes, she moved  
into assisted living. 

To hear Donna tell it, Phyllis was more than  
a kind soul; she was a lot of fun. “She could be  
impish. Years ago my mom was talking to some 
neighbours, who told her they were upset because 
their child was playing hooky from school.  
My mother said, ‘my Phyllis would never do that.’”

“As it turned out, Phyllis was the  
ringleader of the group playing hooky. She’d  
leave school for the day and forge my mother’s 
handwriting on a note.” 

Legacy Gift Shines a Light on Donor’s Values
As usual, Phyllis’s compassion inspired her sister.

“I’d never thought of making a donation to the 
hospital in that way. There are many people that 
don’t have a lot of family, but a lot of us don’t think 
of charities to donate to, at the end of their lives.”

Phyllis’s legacy gift is the perfect  
reflection of the life of a compassionate woman 
who got the most out of life.

“No one would ever say anything bad about her, 
but her housekeeping was awful,” Donna laughs.

“But no one’s going to remember you because 
you kept a clean house. They’ll remember you for  
a kind deed you did, or how you treated people.”

 Sister, Best Friend, 
Kind Soul: A Legacy Gift Reflects  

a Well-Lived Life
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$100,000 +
Aldor Acres /  Anderson Family

Michael and Viktoria Bailey

Estate of Martin and Patricia 
Baanen

Beedie Foundation

Estate of Marjorie Dergousoff

Darcy and Manjit Gill 

HAL Industries 

Infinity Properties

Langley Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary

Gerald and Bernice Lomas

George and Sylvia Melville 

Rokstad Power

Allan Skidmore Family Foundation

Vesta Properties

The Eric Woodward Foundation

$50,000 TO $99,999
A&W Langley (Nuraney Family)

The Laurie Carlson Family and 
Laurmel Holdings 

The Hugh and Suzannah Dobbie 
Family Trust

Donald’s Fine Foods

First West Credit Union

Graestone Ready Mix  

McDonald’s Sarocemas 

Polygon Homes

Windsor Plywood Foundation

David Wright 

$25,000 TO $49,999
Bridges Family Memorial  
Foundation

Brent and Nancy Lee Carlson

Cedar Rim Nursery

Drive for the Cure Foundation

Estate of Marion Georgina  
Kuppers

Open Bible Chapel Foundation 

Orion Construction

Qualico Developments

TB Vets Charitable Foundation

Ventana Construction Corp.

Wesmont Group

2021/2022

Honour RollIt’s an honour to celebrate donors who have  
supported health care at our hospital and 
in our community this past year. 

$10,000 TO $24,999
BM Group of Companies

Berezan Hospitality Group

LH Berry Fund

The Blaauw Family

Peter Boldt

Michelle and David Bridges 

Canadian Western Bank

Clarus Electric Corp.

Ears Hearing Clinic

Essence Properties

James and Katherine Fenton

Jack and Debbie Froese

G&F Financial Group

Phil and Barb Jackman

The Kemp Family

The Langley Concrete Group  
of Companies

Mike and Leanne Laurin

Dr. Elaine Mah

Langley Elks Lodge #259

Thomas and Joan McLoughlin

Frances M. Omelaniec

Mark and Sherry Omelaniec

Estate of Erna Appolonia Pfisterer

Estate of Phyllis Helen Powroznik

Roofing Contractors Association 
of BC

Rotary Club of Langley Central

Rotary Club of Langley Sunrise

S. Kelly Contracting Ltd.

Saint Mary’s Health Foundation

Sikka Foundation

TD Bank Group

Thank you for Caring Society

Estate of Dr. Raoul and Elisabeth 
Tielens-Balkestein

Western Pacific Mushroom Ltd. 

Jewel Williams

Dr. Leo and Dr. Flora Wong

$1,000 TO $9,999
ACE Excavating Ltd.

Albatross Veterinary Services

Aldergrove Credit Union

Amico Corporation

Andrew Sheret Limited

Angela Evennett PREC

Angry Otter Liquor

Ariville Farms Ltd.

Austeville Properties Ltd.

Ayreborn Audio Video

Bath Family Foundation

BC Drywall Installations Ltd.

Christel Bernemann

Natsumi Bise 

Black & McDonald Ltd.

BMO Bank of Montreal

Allen Booth

Doug and Milva Bordt 

Martina Boyd

Bria Communities LLP 

George and Janice Bryce

Bruce Buchanan

Sandy Carmichael

Garnett and Nancy Carter

CBM Lawyers LLP

Centra Cares Foundation

Century Group Lands  
Corporation

Clay and Tammy Charbonneau

Residents of Chartwell  
Renaissance Residence

James and Angela Chen

Mr. Xiang Yang and Ms. Jige Chen

Geoffrey and Catharine  
Chesterton

Judy Christie

Clover Towing

Contemporary Aluminum  
Railings Ltd.

Country Lumber

Dr. Scott Cowie and Dr. S. Lee

Creative Goldsmiths

Darnell & Company Law Office

Dennis and Beverly Davidson

William and Sandra Davidson

Judy de Vries

William and Linda Deans

Dogwood Fur Farms Ltd.

Domaine de Chaberton  
Estate Winery

Kamaljit Dosanjh

Dennis and Joan Ducklow

EllisDon Corporation

Envision Financial

Gilbert and Myrtle Fanslau

Peter and Charlene Fassbender

Focus West Logistics

Mildred and Joyce Fok

Sharron Follett 

Roy’s Copier Service Ltd.

The C. Fox Family

Freedom Capital 

Ruby Frenette

G & R Singh & Son Trucking Ltd.

Gawley & Son Contracting Ltd.

Annie Gill

Grant Sauer Notary Public

Michael J. Grant

Guang’An TMC Clinic

Rudy and Lynn Hagedorn

Thomas and Susan Hagedorn

Hamilton Duncan Armstrong  
and Stewart Law Corporation 

Ross Hamilton

Kenneth and Marion Harder

Harrison Retirement Congregate 
Living

Doug and Daile Hawley

Heronbrook Foundation

Joachim and Claudette  
Hessberger

Ron Hintsche 

Hattie Hogeterp

De Hong 

Horizon Landscape  
Contractors Inc.

Deanna and Brian Horn

Roberta A. Hosier

Robert Howard

Peiling Hu 

Rodney Humeniuk 

Jaguar Land Rover Langley

Reinhold Jahn

Arti Jain

Azim Jamal

Joe Varing Personal  
Real Estate Corp

Karen Johnson
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Byron and Judy Jones

Clifford and Judith Jones

Juliet 925

K Sandhu Holdings Ltd.

K & S Lighting Ltd.

Keith Panel Systems Co. Ltd.

Alice Kennedy 

Tom and MaryLou Kirstein

Darren Kish

Knelson Family Foundation

Robert Koreman

Krause Berry Farms

Kuldeep Kaur Kundan and the  
late Ramkundan Singh Kundan

David La Hay

Richard J. LaHay, Margaret  
LaHay and David R. LaHay

Langley Bottle Depot 

Langley Gardens 

Langley District Parent Advisory 
Council

Michael and Joanne LeDressay

Dr. Emil Lee, Dr. Anita Wong, 
Annika and Charlotte Lee

Sandra Leepart

Linda Leveridge

Dennis and Lora Linton 

LMS Reinforcing Steel Group

Evelyn Logan 

Lohn Foundation

Tong and Geraldine Louie Family 
Foundation

Loyal Protestant Association

Magellan Real Estate Lawyers

Magnus Law

Gloria Magnussen

Dr. M.G. Maharaj 

Dr. Michelle Mann Optometrist

Manulife Securities

Raymond Marshall

McCaughey Consumer Products 
Mgmt Inc.

Jim and Carol McGrandles

Richard W. McMullan

Mercedes-Benz Langley

Patrick and Diane Miki

Miracon Development

Mitchell Group

MNP

Sandra Moan

Rahul Mohan 

Patrick D. Mulhern

Randy Munro

Nature’s Fare Natural Foods

Van Son Nguyen

Leroy and Ruth Nigh 

Odlum Brown

July Ono

Otter Farm & Home Co-Operative

The Paar Family

Brian Parkinson

Dr. Khulwinder Parmar

Leo and Mary Patchett 

Peterson Family 

Doris Pettit

Place-Crete Systems LP

Dr. Brian Posterski 

Premier Truck Body

Preston Chevrolet Buick GMC 
Cadillac Ltd.

Progress Lodge #81

Anwar and Ponnamma Qadir

Quadra Homes

Blair Qualey

RBC

RBC Phillips, Hager & North 
Investment Counsel

Morley and Shirley Read

Florence Rosemarie Reed

reFX Audio Software Inc.

RJMB Restaurants Ltd.

Lynn and Robert Roe

Rona Home & Garden

Rotary Club of Aldergrove

Royal Canadian Legion #265

Rob Ruggles, IG Wealth  
Management

E.M. Sainsbury

Mitsuo Saito

Charan K. Sangha

Babu S. Saran

Barry and Anne-Marie Saunders

Inge Schmidt

Heather and Jeff Scott 

Gabriele Scully

Richard and Diana Sendall

Gordon Sharek

The Shewan Foundation

Marjorie Shiell 

Joanne and Peter Skeates

Sky Helicopters

Smythe LLP

Kim Snow 

Soroptimist International of  
the Langleys

Valentine Sperling

Status Electrical Corporation

Steve Stew

Gordon and Grace Stewart 

Sun Valley Masonry Inc.

Superior Asphalt Paving Ltd.

Surrey Cedar Ltd.

Ten Feet Sports and  
Entertainment Ltd.

Tim Hortons

Marilyn Toms

Trail Appliances

Jennifer Trentadue

Wendy Trottier

Tybo Contracting Ltd.

uniPHARM & Medicine  
Centre Pharmacies Charitable 
Foundation

Upper Canada Specialty  
Hardware Ltd.

Tako Van Popta

Dr. Carolyn Van Schagen and 
Vernon Bauer

Vancouver Ready Mix

Art and Dorothy Vanderzalm 

Veracity Polygraphy &  
Consulting Inc.

Gary Weerts

Western Communities  
Foundation

WestJet Airlines

Larry and Martha Wiebe

Dr. Anita Wong

Amanda R. Zhang

ZLC Financial 

MONTHLY DONORS
William Adams

Dr. C. A. M. Allan

Mary Karleen Ammann 

Liz Bailey-Connor

John R. Baker

Tim and Wanda Barks

Kenneth Berge

Allen Booth

Marie Breier

Alan Carpenter

Gurmeet K. Chahal

Simardeep Chahal

Young Hee Cho

D. Maureen Clarke

Diane Crowe

Val Cumming 

Irene Dawson

Liu Dong

Dr. Jason Archambault 

Dennis and Joan Ducklow

John Elsinga

Ross Errington

Sheila French

Kristine Gatland

Pamela Good 

Guang’An TCM Clinic

Robert Harper 

Ron Hintsche 

Joan Hoogenboom 

Deanna and Brian Horn

Rob Hunt 

John Inman 

Tanya Jantzen

Karen Johnson

Moon-ju Jun 

Harpajan Kaur

William Kilgour 

Doug and Kayda Kurtz

Satbir Ladher 

Jack Lam

William Lewis

Kate Ludlam and Philip Derksen

Tom Macdonald 

Tyler MacLean

Gloria Magnussen

Judith Marsh

Anne Massey 

Erin and James McDonald

Rhonda McFetridge

Phil Meister

John Mellis 

Maria Mercado

Eduardus and Nicole Naaykens

A&W Langley (Nuraney Family)

Sang June Park

Hugh Paterson

George Peles

Doreen Peters 

Peterson Family 

Melissa Pettit

Gordon Rawlings

Florence Rosemarie Reed

Irene Reed

Sheila Reimer

Doris and John Riedweg

Rochelle Scheer

Terra Scheer

Heather and Jeff Scott 

Jim and Mina Sidhu

Vivian Smith and Steve Passley

Mark and Melanie Southern

Ruth Stewart

Majid Syed 

Pearl Szucs

Lisa To 

Linda Todorovic

Marilyn Toms

Chih-Long Wang 

Tsang-Huei Wang 

Robert Wilkie

Grant Wright

Mike Zosiak 
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We also recognize the 40 anonymous donors who have chosen to 
support Langley Memorial Hospital at all giving levels in our 2021/22 
fiscal year. We are honoured to be a trusted charity of choice.  

The team at Langley Memorial Hospital Foundation takes every care to  
ensure our donors are recognized accurately and respectfully. If you’ve  
noted an error or oversight, please accept our apology and contact us 
directly at 604 533 6422 to help us update our records so we can recognize 

you appropriately.

LEGACY DONORS 
Donors who have decided to  
leave a gift in their Will or through 
their estate.
Eileen Bevis 

Les and Audrey Burm

Young Hee Cho

Marcy Court

William and Linda Deans

Doug and Daile Hawley

John and Ratna Hira

Alice Kennedy 

David La Hay

Susanne Lansonius

Dr. Elaine Mah

Gordon McEwen

Patrick and Diane Miki

Harold and Elaine Mortimer

Hans and Fay Patkau

Peterson Family 

Melissa Pettit

Doris and John Riedweg

E.M. Sainsbury

Erika/Burkhard and Iris Schneider

Pearl Szucs

Elizabeth Trewella

Tanya Lyn Werk

IN HONOUR OF 
Gifts celebrating a special event  
in a loved one’s life, or a gift made  
in honour of a staff member through  
our Grateful Patient Program*. 

Albert Anderson

Dr. Scott Cowie*

Molly and Corrine Delaney

Austin Fox

Linda Goranko*

Guru Nanak Gurpurab

Jessica Eken Interior Design 
Studio

Scott Kennedy 

Yu Yen Liang

LMH staff*

CCU and 2N surgical staff*

Giovanni and Masen

Ross Saare

Saheb Sandhu

Marle Simmons and  
Leanne Furlani

IN MEMORY OF 
Gifts honouring the life of a loved one.
Elfreda Anderson

Corine Anderson-Hart

Loretta Armistead

Franz Baumgartner

John Blackhall

Robert (Bob) Bolton

Jeannette Bromley

Laura Bryce

Liam Castle

Subhash and Jyotsna Chakrabarti

Elizabeth and Oliver Chandler 

Samantha Chisamaore

Heinz Cremers

Donald S. Cromarty

Sean Davis

Fred de Vries

Zeke Doerksen

James Douglas

Olga Elchuk

Ervin

Frederick Fok Wai Shing

Barry Ford

Seamus Gee 

William Warren Gill

Susan Ivins

Byron Jones

Dan Kitsul

Ramkundan Singh Kundan

Prezent Leonid

Yun Gui Liu

Dermot Lonergan

Michael McCann

Tina McMillan

Heather McMullan

Iris Mooney

Iris Moore

Terry and Marg Morizaki

Frank Paar

Sardar Dan Singh and Sardarni 
Charan Kaur Sangha

Erna Schecker

Tim Schultz, RTR

Lilian Sebulsky

Dr. Pascualito Seminiano

Delilah Snow

Elisabeth Tielens

Tila

Patricia Utas

Mabel Grace Wasney

Mike Zosiak

Paolo Zucchi



Heather Scott
Executive Director

Pam Drake
Database & Events Assistant

Alliyah Sobeng
Marketing & Communications 

Coordinator

Terra Scheer
Director of Communications  

& Stewardship

Gabriela Matute
Executive Assistant 

Andrea Woo
Donor Advisor

Tim Staunton
Director of Philanthropy

Rhonda McFetridge
Finance Manager

Jackie Chiang
Database Administrator

Sheila Reimer
Donor Advisor 
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We look forward  
to hearing from you

Langley Memorial Hospital Foundation

22051 Fraser Highway

Langley, BC V3A 4H4

Telephone: 604 533 6422

Email: info@lmhfoundation.com

Meet our staff
The Foundation staff are proud to help donors fulfil their wish 

to enable local health care improvements that support better 

health outcomes and benefit everyone in the community.





22051 Fraser Highway
Langley, BC V3A 4H4
T 604 533 6422
info@lmhfoundation.com
LMHFoundation.com


